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The global economic recession has affected business pricing strat-
egies in numerous ways, including planning for and adjusting to 
rising costs from suppliers. Pricing has become very dynamic, and 
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author explains how to face price bullies, and to organize yourself to 
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Facing the Commodity Price Bullies

Beginning in 2008, our global and local economies expe-
rienced a structural break as we faced one of the most 
formidable recessions since the Great Depression. It 
seems that the business world as we knew it, with its 

predictable demand/supply cycles, expected post-recession recov-
eries, and rational commodity pricing, has changed for the long 
term. Today’s business leaders face a dynamic, unstable and less-
than-predictable economic environment. It is becoming difficult 
to project ahead. Investment and operational-expense decisions 
have never been so short-term-oriented. For the past three years, 
companies have restructured their activities, strengthened their 
balance sheets and prepared for better times. The thing is, bet-
ter times are not coming, and there is only so much cost-cutting 
one can do. So what comes next?

The purpose of this short essay is to highlight some of the dy-
namics that will change the business game for years to come. 
The game is changing indeed. If you are on the receiving end of 
these changes, you need to be ready to face inflationary pressure 
for years to come. You also need to prepare for them, estimate 
the impact on your P&L, take actions to mitigate the potential-
ly dramatic impact on your profitability and, most of all, adopt 
pricing strategies that will allow you to protect your business and 
your pricing power in the market.

Changing Business Dynamics
Skeptics might argue that business changes constantly and that 
this is not the first time we’ve experienced these economic pres-
sures. I agree with this position in some respects, but I also feel 
that levels of uncertainty and unpredictability have never been so 
high. Managing a business today under these conditions requires 
breakthrough thinking, leadership resilience and a certain level 
of paranoia. I have chosen to highlight three changing dynam-
ics that are critical drivers of business profitability if you are in 
the industrial space and if your business consumes commodities. 
Some of these points might also apply to nonindustrial sectors, as 
they may also rely on packaging, plastics, and energy.

Irrational Cycles of Commodity Pricing
Most commodity prices have been up and down, driven mainly by 

the combined effect of speculation, growth in emerging countries 
and the risk of shortage. Let’s focus on oil for a minute. Much 
has been written on peak oil theory and the depletion of our oil 
reserves. From the apocalyptic views at one end of the spectrum 
(Olduvai theory) to radical denial on the other (Cornucopian 
theory), an abundant number of references and theories are readily 
available on the subject. Experts argue that traditional oil produc-
tion has peaked, although large reserves remain. Peaking means 
that the global oil-production rate can no longer increase. From 
there the rate of production will decrease over time, while oil de-
mand continuously increases, with a world population of over 7 
billion and emerging economies in boom mode. Obviously, there 
are profound disagreements between the two schools of thought. 
Our civilization is driven by an economic system that expects 
continued and limitless growth. However, during the summer of 
2008 when the price of a barrel of oil reached $147, we reached a 
tipping point for our global economy. The impact on the trans-
portation system and on micro economies and the collapse of the 
global financial system created a worldwide wake-up call. 

During the summer of 2008, I personally heard the wake-up call 
and asked my top leaders to gather in our executive conference 
room. I had a simple “what if” question for them. What will 
happen to our business when the price of a barrel of oil reaches 
$250? What do we look like in terms of raw-materials costs, sup-
ply and profitability? The results of our analysis and relevant con-
tingency planning showed that the business would collapse and 
most likely disappear if we adopted a “wait and see” strategy. If 
you run a business today or sit at the executive decision-making 
table, have you run this analysis? Do you know how reliant on 
oil and fossil fuels your business is across the board (transporta-
tion, packaging, production formulation, travel, etc.)? Have you 
projected your costs, sales prices and profitability for when oil 
does reach $250 a barrel? Oil and its derivatives represent just 
one example. The same analysis could be conducted for mineral 
resources, wood, rubber, cocoa, and so forth.

New Capacity-Management Philosophy
Over the past three years, the impact of the crisis has forced an-
other realization on many companies. As demand level collapsed, 
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they understood that they were facing a severe overcapacity situa-
tion. In 2008, many economists and consulting firms concluded 
that the nature of the structural break was so profound that the 
golden years of the US economy were behind us and predicted 
only modest growth for years to come. Beginning in 2008, many 
industries experienced a shift in capacity-management philosophy. 
Companies moved away from trying to manage the supply-and-
demand cycle using traditional pricing and commercial strategies 
and simply idled and depreciated a large number of assets. To 
support their cost-cutting programs and the right-sizing of their 
manufacturing footprints, these assets were shut down at a very 
fast pace. Airlines idled or retired large numbers of aircraft to 
keep yield utilization at an acceptable levels. Chemical companies 
restructured assets and transferred production capacity around 
the globe to take advantage of currency effects and to be closer 
to the regional demand pockets. 

As experts were predicting a long period of stagnation and low 
growth, capacity management became the name of the game. As 
a result, when modest demand started to recover in the second 
half of 2010 and as oil prices began to creep up, commodity prices 
also showed signs of recovery and began to increase at a faster rate 
than inflation. It is clear now that thousands of plants, production 
lines and other assets might be gone for a while. As companies 
depreciated them and “cleaned up” their balance sheets, they paid 
for their impairments and depreciations by keeping supplies tight 
and by managing price levels in the market. Mathematically this 
approach does make sense. If you can hike your prices by 20, 30 
or 40% on current sales volumes and keep your fixed cost base 
stable, the leverage on your income statement is extremely large 
and allows for quick recovery of these restructuring charges. Thus 
payback for asset shutdowns and ROI are extremely attractive. 

In some industries, like the chemical industry, which is already 
very consolidated, it appeared that this phenomenon was widely 
understood by all the major players and that the combination of 
all the asset shutdowns led to severe increases in prices of basic 
and specialty chemicals. The reality is that it is easier for these 

industrial giants to announce asset shutdowns and capacity re-
structuring than to announce or signal price increases. The con-
sequence of this sequence of events and of this structural break 
is that companies have become much more sensitive to capacity 
management. They will think twice about bringing assets back 
online and about adding capacity again based on that experi-
ence. They have broken the traditional cycles of demand and 
supply by removing large amounts of capacity from the market 
in a very short time. As demand starts to resurge and the recov-
ery finally happens, commodity prices will rise abruptly due to 
capacity shortage until new capacity comes online. This is a very 
serious situation, as many industries have undergone consolida-
tion in the last few years (chemicals, airlines, banking, cement, 
financial services, oil, transportation). The chemical industry, 
for example, is now composed of half a dozen chemical giants 
that have in essence formed an OPEC-like cartel. Some of them 
are fully integrated, from oil exploration to fuel distribution 
and B2C products. As consumers we face not only the cartel of 
the oil-producing countries but also the supply cartel of the oil-
processing giants. This does not bode well for the future of our 
global economy.

Aggressive Pricing Strategies
The combination of irrational commodity prices and the supply-
management style along the value chain is deadly for businesses 
that rely on chemicals, plastics, and other commodities in their 
operations. Add to this an increased realization of the power of 
pricing, and you have an explosive situation. In recent years, large 
companies, mostly, have grown increasingly smarter in the area 
of pricing strategies. They have realized that price management 
can bring huge leverage in the P&L. They have invested resources 
in pricing software and price-optimization tools as well as in the 
organizational design of strong pricing teams and capabilities. 
This is excellent news for the pricing profession. 

These companies have an increased level of price sophistication 
and have displayed bold pricing strategies characterized by the 
following:

Advanced formula pricing methodology with mostly automatic 
pass-through of raw-materials increases.
Global price management with well-established price corridors 
and protection of regional pricing.
Controlled pricing discount and a focus on the pricing disci-
pline of their sales force.
A move from cost-plus pricing to ROS-driven pricing and 
sometimes value-based pricing.
Training in management and implementation of price-increase 
and decrease processes.
Separation of responsibility between transaction and strategic 
pricing activities.
Price-driven asset management with increased ROI expecta-
tions for new asset projects.
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leverage on your income statement 
is extremely large and allows for 
quick recovery of these restructuring 
charges.
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The focus has been on increased price discipline and greater price 
realization. As consumers of chemicals and commodity products, 
we have seen pricing strategies change dramatically over the past 
three years. The combination of supply tightness and increased 
pricing realization has allowed these companies to strongly in-
crease their pricing power down the value chain of many indus-
tries. Pricing has become very dynamic, and suppliers now price 
with confidence—and even arrogance. Pricing power in con-
solidated industries with tight supply situation lead to that sense 
of arrogance. I call these companies the new “pricing bullies.” 
In 2011, for example, we have already received four double-digit 
price increases in some of the resins used to produce our finished 
products. These increases were not negotiable and were executed 
with just two weeks’ notice. Suppliers refused to sign any agree-
ments or to commit to longer advanced notice. Their sales manag-
ers walked into our offices with great confidence, explaining that 
their raw-materials prices had gone up and that they needed to 
protect their margins. They displayed a “take or leave it” attitude, 
which was despicable. I recently shared some of my views with 
an American top executive of a large chemical firm and tried to 
explain to him the difference between price confidence and price 
arrogance. I also explained to him that, generally, short-term wins 
damage customer relationships and create a willingness to open 
the doors to new entrants. Obviously, I could not win the argu-
ment, but I got my point across.

Now you have it. This phenomenon is bound to spread to other 
industries, and you already see signs of change in the airline in-
dustry. Other sectors have benchmarked the chemical industry 
and are now implementing dramatic changes after undergoing 
tough economic times. 

Organizational Design & Sense of Urgency
While managers in firms cannot control their external environ-
ment or the behaviors of their suppliers, there are many actions 
and programs that can be designed and implemented internally 
to address this potential deadly factor combination. These ac-
tions and programs require strong management support and an 
increased organizational sense of urgency. The natural tendency 
will be to focus on cost-cutting initiatives and to try to generate 
internal efficiencies in manufacturing, R&D and administration 
in order to mitigate the raw-materials cost increase. Most firms 
will not design and implement purposeful pricing programs to 
respond to these external threats. We posit that pricing teams 

have a critical role to play in this situation. We propose a list of 
eight areas where pricing professionals can have a strong influ-
ence in mitigating the potential impact of these upstream price 
bullies on firm performance.

1) Help purchasing and sourcing teams with negotiation tac-
tics. Pricing professionals can be strong allies to purchasing and 
procurement professionals, who bear the brunt of the relationship 
dynamics. Pricers are able to decode pricing tactics, unbundle 
complex offerings and packages, and cut through suppliers’ ne-
gotiation tactics. In fact, pricers and purchasers should collabo-
rate prior and post negotiation via joint brainstorming sessions. 
Being able to decode the “rule book” from these commodity gi-
ants might provide more room for negotiation as well as a sense 
of economic rationality.

2) Learn as much as possible from the suppliers and their 
pricing strategies. Pricing professionals might be able to as-
sist their purchasing colleagues by conducting specific research 
on the supplier’s pricing strategies, by identifying the economic 
drivers of their business, and by studying the suppliers’ industry 
health. Showing up to negotiation sessions armed with this wealth 
of information will demonstrate the level of sophistication and 
preparation of the joint negotiation team as well as reduce the 
risk of misinformation and abuse.

3) Modify your contractual frameworks. The latest changes 
in business dynamics also require a greater level of sophistication 
and structure in pricing contractual agreements. With aggressive 
commodity-cost increases and the speed of these increases, “busi-
ness as usual” in long-term contractual arrangements might lead 
to serious financial pains. Long-term agreements and contracts 
with suppliers and with customers must be aligned. They need 
to include mechanisms for regular renegotiations of pricing con-
ditions, exit clauses and emergency price increases. Most of all, 
the price-modification notice period needs to reflect the reality 
of the business world. Receiving price increases from suppliers 
with one or two weeks’ notice when one’s customers require 
sixty to ninety days’ notice is a serious issue. Equally, suppliers 
should support the need for price increases with factual and de-
tailed information that can be shared later on with customers 
as well. Finally, emergency renegotiation clauses with suppliers 
and customers are essential to engaging partners in sharing the 
burden of commodity-cost increases. The reality is that, when 
they accept them, price bullies are inflexible with contractual 
arrangements. In turn, pricers should modify their agreement 
frameworks to reflect the changing nature of relationships by 
including emergency and exit clauses.

4) Increase communication in the value chain. When dealing 
with price bullies, communication is key. Strong signals related to 
commodity-cost pressure, difficult supplier behaviors and chang-
ing industry dynamics can be communicated via traditional com-
munication media (website, newsletter, conferences, press releases) 
as well as via social media (industry groups, LinkedIn groups, 
Twitter and blogs). This is essential to sharing critical information 
with customers and to signaling that price increases are on the 
horizon. The key here is to communicate consistently. Sharing 
industry knowledge and trends cannot only be done when com-
modity prices are rising. Customers will be suspicious that these 
are tactics to prepare for price increases. Systematic, sustainable 
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and transparent communication educates customers and trade 
partners for the long term. They will become used to receiving 
statistics, trends and signals and therefore become more sophis-
ticated during price negotiations.

5) Organize internally for faster decision making, and create 
a sense of urgency. The most critical variable in dealing with 
price bullies and commodity inflationary pressure is creating a 
sense of urgency and an organizational mobilization to mitigate 
it. A pricing task force must be put into place quickly to track 
the progress of implementing price increases one customer at a 
time. Price-tracking tools might be needed to communicate to 
upper management, who will be reassured that the organization 
is mobilized not only for cost reduction but also for price man-
agement. Upper management also needs to participate in stra-
tegic account visits to discuss price increases and to explain the 
phenomenon their firm faces upstream. Large strategic accounts 
also need to be “blitzed” at all levels and across all functions. 
Finally, while Six Sigma methodologies have traditionally been 
used for continuous-improvement initiatives in manufacturing 
and engineering, they can also be applied to the field of pricing to 
identify potential price rationalization, SKU price improvements, 
customer attractiveness measurement, and so forth. Ninety-day 
Green Belt joint projects supported by the pricing and Six Sigma 
teams might lead to quick gains in the bottom line.

6) Train all relevant internal agents on the changing dynam-
ics. Sales-force members and marketers might not be aware of 
the cost-pressure situation, but they need to be fully informed 
to create that sense of urgency. Preparing the sales force with the 
right industry and economic facts can only help to give them the 
confidence to implement price increases with their customers. In-
formation on raw-materials prices, industry trends and supplier’s 
behaviors might be included in pricing manuals, FAQs and other 
training programs. Implementing price increases can lead to dra-
matic internal discussions and to emotional situations. It is critical 
to bring the conversation with the sales force and with market-
ers to a rational level by giving them the right and latest facts.

7) Raise confidence and boldness in managing customer pric-
ing. Facing price bullies and the tremendous inflationary pres-
sure on raw materials can be very disheartening for managers. 
The loss of control over costing matters and these raw materials 
represents a significant portion of the variable costs and might 
create frustration and a sense of “throwing in the towel.” Facing 
price bullies requires courage and strength. It requires a different 
engagement of the pricing team in supporting price-management 
initiatives with customers. Because most firms will focus on cut-
ting costs and improving efficiency, pricing teams need to boost 
organizational confidence with commercial teams. The rise of 

commodity prices and the shortage of critical raw materials is an 
industry problem that needs to be shared down the value chain. 
Increasing prices when the value chain is not used to it or when 
downstream industry dynamics are not favorable is a difficult 
proposition, one that requires boldness and confidence. The role 
of pricing professionals is essential for both.

8) Convince top management to get involved. Upper manage-
ment needs to be involved in order to support the organization in 
facing price bullies and their impact on firm profitability. They 
mobilize troops to be involved in task forces and energize teams 
to fight on and to be courageous. They need to be involved in 
negotiations with suppliers and to reach out to their top manage-
ment to demonstrate their engagement to push back. They need 
to become involved with strategic customer negotiations in order 
to assist key account managers and to deflect unnecessary ten-
sions. Finally, as firm ambassadors, they represent the company 
in industry professional organizations and must use this position 
to share industry information with industry actors and partners.

The content of this article is not the result of a strong method-
ological and theoretical search. It is the result of facing price 
bullies for the past five years. During this time, I have used 
my pricing teams as strategic weapons to fight back, to become 
more sophisticated and to mitigate the impact of very aggressive 
raw-materials cost increases. It is not a question of winning or 
losing the fight but rather a discussion of facing reality, having 
confidence in our business model and protecting the profitability 
of the business. Many firms turn to cost cutting and efficiency 
improvements. I conjecture that pricing teams can strongly as-
sist in protecting the sustainability and profitability of the busi-
ness. If you are working for a firm that has tremendous supply 
and pricing power, I encourage you to train your sales force on 
the difference between pricing with confidence and pricing with 
arrogance. While it might be acceptable to protect your pricing 
power and profitability, how your sales force manages pricing 
with customers is key to protecting your long-term customer re-
lationships and your reputation in the market.

Upper management needs to be 
involved in order to support the 
organization in facing price bullies 
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Can you find it? 

By setting the optimal price for every part, you can bolster revenues,  
while staying competitive in every market. Servigistics Service Parts  
Pricing gives you the tools for clear visibility, precise control and efficient  
management of new and existing part pricing. Using the right  
combination of three advanced pricing approaches – price alignment, 
market-adaptive pricing, and price elasticity – you can choose your 
price battles more wisely and improve your gross profitability by 15%  
or more. 

Let Servigistics Help You Find the Optimal Price.

Call Servigistics at +1 888.942.8623.  
Or, e-mail us at contactsales@servigistics.com.  

www.servigistics.com

Every Part Has An Optimal Price.
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More and more business leaders are investing in sophisticated 
predictive analytics and launching legions of low-cost experi-
ments to drive tomorrow’s pricing models with facts rather than 
hunches. Business leaders who grasp the value of predictive 
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The Allure of Pricing Predictively

Inquiring marketers want to know. Would you be willing 
to pay more for flashlight batteries when a winter storm 
is forecast? Would you pay more for Duracell after seeing 
its latest ad on TV? And would you put a package of CVS 

private-label AA batteries in your basket when you’re picking up 
your prescription?

The quest to determine optimal pricing is hardly new. But its 
importance is rising rapidly in many sectors as cost cutting to 
lift margins runs out of steam and as new analytical tools and 
techniques become part of the pricing conversation. What’s got 
the attention of senior executives is the shift from descriptive to 
predictive analytics.

Descriptive analytics—already in wide use in many ad hoc 
ways—looks at historical data, helping companies answer such 
basic questions as what happened, why it happened, and how 
much it helped or hurt results. Predictive analytics extends those 
findings using sophisticated statistical modeling, forecasting 
and optimization algorithms to anticipate the impact of various 
actions, such as promotions, price changes and advertising, on 
business outcomes. Predictive analytics is about more than sim-
ple linear what-if exercises. It enables complex, dynamic research 
with multiple variables and often involves flurries of concurrent, 
low-cost, fast-turn market experiments. Forecasts become more 
about facts than about hunches (see sidebar).

In fact, there is already an upsurge in interest in predictive ana-
lytics in the consumer packaged goods sector, among leading 
retailers and at top businesses in both the B2C and B2B sectors. 
These companies see that reviewing past performance is no lon-
ger enough to be truly competitive.

Despite the excitement around predictive analytics, executives 
understand that it is not easy to build analytics capabilities. Yes, 
at a basic level, businesses can derive some benefit by deploying 
business intelligence solutions that cover standard reporting, 
queries and alerts. But to properly harness predictive analytics, 
companies must think and act in terms of integrated analytics ap-

proaches—developing a suite of analytics capabilities, being clear 
about which metrics to track and which experiments to run, and 
building governance mechanisms to help ensure that the analyt-
ics activities are aligned with the business strategy.

Those approaches cannot be implemented overnight. Executives 
have to think and act in terms of a suite of analytics capabilities, 
starting with cleansed, homogenized data that reveals “one ver-
sion of the truth” (see figure 1).

Many companies are not yet ready to apply full-strength analyt-
ics to pricing, which, compared with other business activities, 
has been slow to take advantage of analytics developments. In 
general, pricing is strongly associated with sales, with marketing 

From Descriptive to Predictive Analytics
Descriptive analytics. This discipline, also referred to as “busi-
ness intelligence,” enables fact-based decisions in a reactive 
or historic way. Descriptive analytics can help deliver a report 
every Monday on how many of a cell phone company’s cus-
��:�����>��������>�;�:������������������:��;����	���8�����
�����	��:��������������-�*>��������:�������������'�������-
tive analytics can quickly show you how many new subscribers 
your company got when you put out a new promotion or how 
many more air conditioners you sold when you placed a new 
coupon in the Sunday circular. But while descriptive analytics 
;��������������>�����������:�������	��'���;������������������������
are what will drive revenue growth.

Predictive analytics. This approach helps businesses derive 
actionable insights from their data. The insights can help busi-
ness leaders make business decisions that can generate bet-
ter outcomes and improve performance. Predictive analytics is 
enabled by sophisticated statistical, forecasting and modeling 
capabilities. But it is much more than just a “technology solu-
tion”— it is a new way of doing business. 
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Figure 1: Mapping the Suite of Analytics Capabilities 

providing guidance and finance lending support. Few organiza-
tions have a dedicated chief pricing officer or executive for whom 
pricing is a primary responsibility. (This is not necessarily the case 
in retail, where the merchant role is wholly responsible for initial 
pricing and the equally important markdown pricing strategy.)

Furthermore, pricing has not always been linked strategically to 
growth. Recent research has found that fewer than 29 percent of 
chief marketing officers and chief financial officers claim to use 
pricing to achieve their growth objectives.

The challenges have been more marked in the B2B sector, where 
pricing has often been a game of chicken in which discounts are 
offered at the first sign of competitive pressure or indifference 
from buyers. In such circumstances, salespeople are all too often 
negotiating with purchasers who come to the table bristling with 
data on everything from historic price trends to contract terms. 
Sales teams that lack hard data to push back often buckle rather 
than risk losing the business.

Perfect storm 
Despite the challenges, rapid developments in analytics are con-
verging with the uncertain economic recovery to force pricing 
into the spotlight in a widening range of industries. Indeed, fi-
nancial executives responding to a recent Duke University/CFO 
Magazine survey still rank price pressure as a top concern. Most 
companies have made all the usual performance improvement 
moves—restructurings, capital spending freezes, SG&A spend-
ing cuts and more. So something else is needed.

The sheer complexity of offerings—more SKUs, more product/
service and product/product bundles, and more co-branding 
initiatives—adds pressure for fact-based pricing tactics. So, too, 
does the array of distribution channels.

At the same time, analytics software is becoming more capable 
and more accessible. The skills and experience needed to use 
those tools are becoming increasingly prevalent. More compa-
nies are getting control of their data. And high performers have 

      
To properly harness predictive analytics, companies must develop a suite of analytics capabilities—beginning first with cleansed, 
homogenized data that provides “one version of the truth.” They must be clear about which metrics to track and which 
experiments to run, and build governance mechanisms to help ensure that the analytics activities are aligned with 
the business strategy. When in place, these capabilities will enable companies to predict what will happen with various prices.

Source: Accenture analysis
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invested more aggressively in data quality assurance and master 
data management technologies, giving them reliable, consistent 
information about customers, products, employees and suppliers.

Pricing steps up 
There is growing momentum behind the shift from descriptive to 
predictive analytics in pricing. Retailers have been in the forefront; 
the shifts in pricing analytics allow them not only to understand 
the impact of their price changes in the past but to predict what 
will occur if they do change prices. Better pricing using granular 
analyses often makes the difference between whether a retailer 
simply survives or leads its industry.

One US auto parts retailer uses software that analyzes the price 
elasticity of individual items in each store to identify where vol-
umes can be raised by strategically cutting prices. Conversely, 
the retailer keeps a list of items it can use to protect and enhance 
margins. By combining pricing elasticity analytics with store 
clustering techniques, the company can understand the differ-
ence in price tolerance by individual market.

In more competitive markets, it can aggressively reduce prices to 
maintain or grow share; in less competitive ones, it can preserve 
margins. Predictive price analytics can help assess the impact of 
individual price actions before they take effect, whereas in the 
past, the retailer would have run time-consuming tests in isolated 
markets—tests that may have become irrelevant by the time the 
results were analyzed.

In the airline sector, pricing has long been based on sophisticated 
pricing and yield algorithms that predict how to optimize prices 
based upon many factors, from day of the week to size of the 
aircraft. And of course web-based analytics enable e-tailers like 
Amazon.com to continually run pricing experiments to optimize 
and fine-tune prices.

In a small but growing part of the B2B world, too, analytics are 
at the heart of pricing initiatives. At one international aerospace 
and high-tech manufacturer, predictive analytics are being used 
to model potential shifts in key variables like raw materials prices 
and manufacturing defect rates. These analyses are incorporated 
into future bids and programs in the form of additional risk miti-
gation items or justifiable cost contingencies.

The pioneers continue to push the frontiers by, for instance, 
linking price-change analytics to supply chain forecasts. They 
are also taking advantage of more accessible predictive analyt-
ics solutions—using managed services and software as a service, 
for example.

The fundamentals
But there is still enormous potential for business to harness pre-
dictive analytics for competitive advantage.

As business leaders start to grasp the allure of predictive pricing, 
they are asking many more questions. What insights will help 
us defend against private-label brands? How do we improve our 
analytics capabilities? What do we need to do to improve the rate 
at which we “test and learn” about pricing optimization? How 
can we turn pricing insights into action day in and day out, with 
process discipline to make our pricing stick?

Those questions are not easily answered when pricing is every-
body’s and nobody’s chief responsibility. There is no one blueprint 
for how an organization should elevate its pricing performance. 
However, studies of analytics best practices across a range of in-
dustries reveal five fundamentals that make a difference.

1. Use the abundant data at your disposal—and sift it for 
insights. Effective pricing is fact-based. You may not have ex-
haustive detail on every transaction for every product in your 
portfolio, but chances are that you have a lot of what you need, 
whether from your sales force, from your distributors or directly 
from your customers. This data should be an essential input in 
setting prices.

One pharmaceuticals giant leveraged its access to unprecedented 
volumes of transactional prescription data to mine new insights 
into pricing its products. Before embracing this approach, the 
company, like many others in its industry, assumed that it could 
not drive greater consumer market share by using different pric-
ing structures. The assumption was that pricing was already op-
timized by insurance providers and therefore completely out of 
the company’s control.

After applying advanced analytics to overhaul its pricing activi-
ties, the company was able to quantitatively test the impact of a 
range of factors that determine its customers’ willingness to pay. 
Using descriptive analytics, the pharma discovered that customer 
age and geography were the leading determinants. In fact, the 
insurance providers had little actual impact on pricing.

Once the company understood the behavior of its various custom-
er segments, it was able to use predictive analytics to determine 
what each segment’s response to different price points would be. 
Capitalizing on this information, it tailored its insurer negotia-
tions and direct-to-patient incentives to provide greater coverage 
to the most promising customers. Not only did this greatly in-
crease the number of patients who bought their medicine as pre-
scribed by their doctor—as opposed to a generic or lower-priced 
medicine from a competitor—it also significantly reduced the 
number of ineffective promotions.

Integrated data
Nowadays, there is no shortage of price optimization software 
available to help sift through data quickly and gain an understand-
ing of the price elasticity of various products. At some point—
sooner rather than later—it will be necessary to integrate data 
across divisional and product silos. And it will be important to 
ensure that pricing strategy incorporates detailed cost and cost-
to-serve data by channel and customer segment to drive the op-
timization of margins in each segment in which the company 
participates.

To be sure, using predictive pricing analytics, and basing many 
more decisions on data, may force you to acknowledge areas where 
your expectations have been unrealistic. This is to be expected. 
It’s a rare company that doesn’t have any misconceptions about 
its products. Looking at the facts takes you out of the domain of 
hoping and puts you into the domain of statistical confidence.

2. Fit your prices to your strategy—and enforce the rules that 
turn strategy into action. Essentially, there must be an explicit 
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pricing strategy that is linked to the overall marketing strategy 
and driven by a deep understanding of customer needs and at-
tractiveness and of the firm’s competitive positioning.

A few leading companies seem to have pricing analytics in their 
bloodstream. Capital One, the financial services provider, uses 
data analysis to differentiate among customers based on credit 
risk, usage and other characteristics, and to match customer char-
acteristics with appropriate product offerings. The company uses 
a series of experiments to determine the right interest rates and 
terms—essentially determining the right price for the level of risk.

Strategic pricing decisions can break down into very fine subseg-
ments—within the online sales channel, for example, or by prod-
uct type or customer. A leading specialty retailer, for instance, 
priced its products based only on the price sensitivities of its best 
customers. This deliberate choice screened out the bargain hunt-
ers—the unprofitable customers the retailer did not mind losing.

Pricing decisions for a particular product should also change at 
different points in the product’s lifecycle. And the decisions will 
change depending on whether your goal is market-share growth, 
revenue growth or profitability.

A well-aligned pricing plan for a particular product can even 
work in reverse, helping you spot a miscalculation in strategy. For 
instance, you may have pegged a particular product for hyper-
growth and priced it accordingly. However, if retailers and con-
sumers aren’t responding the way you expect, it may be time to 
reconsider your strategy for the product and how you’re pricing it.

Making it stick
Of course, it’s one thing to apply analytics and come up with 

optimal prices; it’s quite another to make sure those prices get 
enforced. Unclear or unpublished rules on discounting, inap-
propriate incentives and a poorly trained sales force (including 
one with less information than the buyers it’s negotiating with) 
can all undermine your attempts to set a price and have it stick.

Recently, responding to a decline in margins, a building prod-
ucts manufacturer examined the contracting behaviors of its sales 
force. The company’s strategic intent was to ensure that discounts 
and service levels always rewarded its most valuable customers.

What the company found, using in-depth descriptive analyt-
ics, was that certain sales offices were offering the lowest prices 
to their high-cost customers simply to meet revenue quotas. By 
instituting more disciplined, data-driven negotiation guidelines 
and incorporating margin into the salespeople’s compensation 
structure, the manufacturer was able to stem this behavior and 
even recover some lost customers.

Critically, the company also used sophisticated predictive analyt-
ics to calculate the risk of pricing particular products and deals 
higher. As a result, it was able to manage the risks of revenue and 
profit loss associated with stricter pricing guidelines. The com-
pany now estimates that its more strategically aligned approach 
to pricing has increased profits by more than $100 million.

3. Don’t wait for top management: Realize that pricing ex-
periments can start anywhere. Pricing is one area where op-
erations-level managers can achieve a lot by themselves. Indeed, 
research shows that decisions about pricing are already made most 
often at the business unit level. There is no reason why business 
unit managers can’t take an even bigger role in pushing toward 
more systematic pricing.

At the same time, pricing improvements can be instituted in 
waves. It’s counterproductive to pursue everything from Day One. 
Instead, identify the product categories that provide the majority 
of your profits and growth potential, and start with them.

So it’s best not to wait for executive management. Any senior 
manager can set a positive example by making pricing decisions 
based upon data and careful analysis instead of on assumptions 
and conventional wisdom. Senior managers can also clearly 
define pricing processes, roles and responsibilities within their 
spans of control.

A leading home improvement retailer recently found many of 
its most innovative pricing approaches coming from its category 
managers, not from its executive team. The plumbing depart-
ment, in particular, designed groups of test markets for various 
products and goals.

Team members would routinely analyze the impact of price 
changes and develop measures of elasticity to predict customer 
responses to price shifts. Based on the test results, the team would 
roll out the price shift to the entire chain or readjust to discover 
the optimal price point. Of course, while category managers were 
still responsible for their category’s financial performance, the 
results of their testing environment more than met the goals of 
their leadership, increasing margins as much as 3 percent within 
the first year.

The Beauty of Many 
Quick Pricing Experiments

When Gary Loveman joined Harrah’s Entertainment (now Cae-
��������������:���X����7//Z'��>�����������:��������������������
machines like everyone else in the gaming industry. Manage-
ment presumed that decreasing payouts—essentially raising 
the price—would drive some customers to other casinos. A 
sensible assumption, perhaps, but Loveman—a quantitative 
type who left a professorship at Harvard Business School to 
join the company—wasn’t one to assume. He commissioned 
a study to determine how sensitive slot-machine players would 
be to a change in payouts.

The company discovered it could make very small adjustments 
in the frequency of payouts—making them just one-tenth of 
7� �������� ����� 8��[�����;��>���� �����:���� �K��� ��������-�
Harrah’s shareholders, however, would notice. In fact, as Love-
man later put it, single insights like this can “ring the cash regis-
ter literally thousands or millions of times” in a large business.

Just about every company has its slot machines—product areas 
���;>��>���������������:�]���������������	����������������:������
its pricing strategy. 
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4. Pick your spots with maximum impact in mind. Monolithic 
approaches will not work: The price that worked for you when you 
first came to market may not work later in the product lifecycle. 
For that matter, the price that works in Russia may not work in 
Ukraine, even if your strategy in the two countries is identical. 
If it isn’t identical—if you’re trying to maximize profits in Rus-
sia and gain a foothold in Ukraine—that’s another reason, apart 
from country differences, why the prices may diverge.

Best-practice companies are disciplined about their incentives, 
workflows and selling processes. They practice good governance 
as they manage deals. They focus on analyzing and predicting 
where they can raise prices, where they need to be aggressive on 
price, and how they can use non-price factors in combination, to 
win deals. The right rules will help eliminate process and deci-
sion-making barriers between divisions, products, channels and 
geographies, thus driving optimal results across the enterprise.

For complex companies with broad product portfolios in highly 
competitive markets, being flexible isn’t an option; it’s a necessity. 
Analytics can help them apply pinpoint pricing to drive different 
outcomes in different places and at different times.  

Starting with the area of greatest opportunity is common sense. 
All else being equal, you would concentrate on a product category 
that accounts for three-quarters of your sales before one that ac-
counts for 10 percent of sales. You would fine-tune pricing for the 
products you distribute through Walmart before doing so for the 
products you distribute through a mom-and-pop shop in Maine.

Figuring out where to begin your pricing work requires a high-
level analysis. But that doesn’t mean you can’t invest in lots of 
small concurrent pricing experiments. The beauty of today’s pric-
ing optimization tools is that they permit rapid test-and-learn 
cycles at low cost (see sidebar).

5. Start lining up the right levels of analytical talent. Few 
companies manage analytical talent as a strategic resource. Many 
companies don’t even have a clear picture of who their analysts 
are, how many they have or where they reside organizationally. 
They certainly don’t recognize or manage them as a distinct and 
pivotal workforce segment that requires its own recruiting strate-
gies, training and development plans, career paths or performance 
management processes.

At leading-edge pricing companies, the picture is very different. 
We are seeing a trend toward directors and vice presidents of 
pricing who recruit lead analysts with doctorate degrees. These 
professionals are products of college and university business pro-
grams where rigorous courses are dedicated to pricing theory and 
practice. They typically belong to professional societies dedicated 
to honing analytic skills in pricing.

At one prominent US industrial manufacturer, the head of the 
pricing organization is a senior executive vice president and a 
member of the board of directors. At several leading private eq-
uity firms, there is an analytics team whose specific role is to 
improve the pricing practices of the firms’ portfolio companies.

Long-term studies show that the most successful companies 
create a high-performance analytical organization by building 
four key talent management capabilities. They start by defining 
analytical talent needs. They search for and find new sources of 
analytical talent. They develop their analytics experts, identify-
ing the skills they need and how those skills must be built. And 
they successfully utilize their analysts, figuring out and creating 
the best possible match between analysts’ skills and the demands 
of the business. What distinguishes talent-powered analytical 
organizations isn’t just the quality of their analytical talent; it’s 
their ability to unleash their analysts’ talents to maximize and 
continually expand the company’s analytical capabilities.

Summary
Seasoned business executives don’t need to be reminded that pric-
ing has a disproportionate impact on both top and bottom lines. 
But they do need to recognize that analytical tools, techniques 
and competencies are starting to come together to transform pric-
ing from a collection of sporadic, tactical and defensive activities 
to a robust, strategic and assertive discipline that can continually 
create value. This is not about bits and bytes. The data and the 
technologies that turn that data into insights are necessary but not 
sufficient. It’s critical to have a vision and an operational plan to 
change the way you think about and execute pricing. No matter 
how good a company’s analytic capabilities, it still must institu-
tionalize an ability to bring insight to action at speed in order to 
create value. The fact-based statistical component of analytics is 
only half the battle. Driving decisions and actions based on those 
insights is arguably the hardest part of the battle.

In short, business leaders who grasp the value of predictive ana-
lytics can stop looking over their shoulders to see what their 
competitors are up to—and start taking charge of their own 
pricing destinies. And that’s something their shareholders will 
most certainly want to see. 

This article originally appeared in the 2011, No. 2, issue of Outlook, an Accenture 
publication. © 2011 Accenture. All rights reserved. Reprinted by permission.

When 1 + 1 = 3
Some retailers are blending advanced customer analyses with 
price optimization analytics to attract, retain and grow valuable 
customer segments. A home improvement retailer combines 
detailed customer insight data to understand “willingness to 
pay” by customer segment. When this customer view is crossed 
with insights into product elasticity, the retailer can target price 
reductions and promotions that are focused tightly on the prod-
ucts that matter most to each particular segment.

For example, at the beginning of the last economic downturn, 
the retailer’s customer analyses revealed increasing consumer 
preferences for lower and more “round number” price points, 
���>� ��� ^70� >�::���-� ����������'� �>�� ��������� 8���� >��>�
product price sensitivity on items throughout its assortment. 
Combining these two data points, it undertook a large strategic 
effort not just to lower prices but to introduce a wider assort-
ment of lower-cost price point goods in key strategic catego-
ries. It also led the company to expand its private-label offer-
ings and adopt a design-to-price approach in which product 
�K����:�����������;��>��>������������8��>��	����������������
the company needs to achieve. 
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What It Takes to Become a Price Champion  

“When it comes to the prices we pay, we study 
them, we map them, we work on them. 
But with the prices we charge, we are too 
sloppy!” complained the CEO of General 

Electric, Jeffrey Immelt, in 2006. 

In 2011, Simon-Kucher & Partners asked over 3,900 high-level 
decision makers from all major service and manufacturing in-
dustries around the world how they set their prices. Almost half 
of the respondents from Europe, the US and Asia are from com-
panies with more than one billion euros in sales; C-level execu-
tives account for one-third of the respondents. The U.S. alone 
produced 643 respondents. The main findings in a nutshell: Not 
everyone gets what they deserve. And weak pricing cuts profits 
by 25 percent.

Pricing specialists know that pricing is the most important profit 
driver. But how much do managers actually know? Do they get 
the money for the value they deliver? What are the differences 
between the United States, Asia, and Europe? How do industries 
such as logistics and telecommunications differ from financial 
services? 

In cooperation with PPS and the IE Business School in Spain we 
conducted the largest pricing study ever with remarkable results. 
One thing has not changed since 2006: Some companies are still 
sloppy. But there are also those who have done their homework 
and become excellent pricers. Some countries and several indus-
tries outperform others and offer best practice examples. The key 
question is: How do you become a price champion?

This article will present the findings of the Global Pricing Study 
2011 and then outline the most important lessons for managers. 
The three main areas at a glance are:

1. Pricing power is still untapped
65 percent of the companies are not able to charge the prices 
they deserve.
Only 35 percent of the companies have sufficient pricing power 
to achieve the “right” price for their products/services. 
Low pricing power is costly. It cuts profits by 25 percent.

Chemicals (14 percent) and transport & logistics (19 percent) 
have the lowest pricing power.
Brand and product value are the primary drivers of high pric-
ing power.

2. Price wars continue
46 percent of companies think they’re in a price war.
The extent of price wars differs greatly by country and indus-
try; the Japanese market has by far the highest level (84 per-
cent), followed by Italy (69 percent) and Spain (65 percent).
83 percent of companies in a price war blame competitors for 
starting it.

3. The inflation threat is underestimated
Companies get only half of what they expect when they try 
to raise prices.
Only about one-third of the companies are able to achieve at 
least 75 percent of the originally planned price increase.
Telecommunications (25 percent) and life sciences (29 percent) 
have the weakest performance when it comes to implement-
ing price increases.
68 percent of the companies plan to increase prices below or 
in line with inflation; given the poor price implementation 
performance, this will not be enough.

Pricing power untapped
Pricing power is the ability of a company to get the market prices 
it deserves for the value it delivers to its customers. Those compa-
nies can charge a premium even in a commoditized or competi-
tive market. In other words, pricing power is a key capability and 
essential to protect profits. In turbulent times like these and given 
the generally poor price performance, many companies can’t af-
ford to lose even a few percentage points of profit. 

Only one-third of the study respondents has sufficient pricing 
power and knows how to turn value into money. The remaining 
65 percent of companies admit to having only very little or no 
pricing power, which is why it’s clear from the beginning that the 
target price cannot be achieved. This weak performance is costly 
because it cuts profits by one-quarter. 
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Industries and countries vary considerably in this regard. Chemi-
cals (14 percent) and transport & logistics (19 percent) have the 
lowest pricing power. Pharmaceuticals (53 percent), construction 
(49 percent) and consumer goods (47 percent) are ranked best. 
Construction was surprising. It encompasses a wide range of 
industries – including construction materials and construction 
services. We know many of these companies. Generally speak-
ing, they aren’t particularly professional about pricing, but there 
are some very intelligent ones that are able to make money. This 
could have to do with the fact that they sell brand-name con-
struction materials. 

That pharmaceutical companies outperform the others doesn’t 
come as a surprise. It’s in the genes of pharma players to exploit 
the potential of products to the maximum extent. Already at the 
R&D stage are they beginning to think about the pricing and 
market access strategy for their new product – often seven to ten 
years before the drug reaches the market. This contrasts strongly 
from the transport and logistics industries where, for example, 
companies are trying to fully utilize their logistics network, only 
to find themselves in fierce competition and price wars. In the 
end they often give away their services close to marginal costs. 
Pharmaceutical companies have patent protection, they avoid 
price wars and aim to maximize profits rather than market share 
– these are simple things. But being in a particular sector does 
not mean you are fixed to a level of profitability. In all industries 
there are large groups of companies with high pricing power. It 
is up to other companies to become price champions and gain 
entry to these groups. 

At 27 percent, the automotive industry is in the bottom half of 
the pricing power sector table. But Porsche, for example, has very 
good profit margins at 20 percent compared to the industry aver-

age, which is far below 10 percent. This is because at Porsche they 
start thinking about value and price in the first stages of the in-
novation process. In the early days (and even today in many com-
panies), engineers built cars and only afterwards were the prices 
set. Margins dropped, because cars were fully loaded, costs were 
high and the customers were not willing to pay the price for all 
included features/value. Now car manufacturers ask themselves 
six or seven years ahead whether the customer will be willing to 
pay for various aspects of the car – and if not, they leave them 
out. They oftentimes coordinate engineering and marketing in 
the innovation process so that they don’t end up with an over-
engineered or over-valued product.

How do the countries perform? Battered markets such as Spain 
and Italy are the weakest countries when it comes to pricing 
power. Companies in Poland (44 percent), the US (43 percent) 
and France (40 percent) are ranked best. They more often achieve 
market prices that are in line with the value they offer. 

What distinguishes the power pricers from the low performers? 
The primary drivers for high pricing power are customer value 
and brand. Every company has the ability to achieve high pricing 
power. If a company can offer its customers real value and com-
municate that through a top brand, this will translate into mon-
ey. Unfortunately, in many cases managers deceive themselves 
and excuse the weak performance of their company by blaming 
others: 71 percent of the study respondents point the finger at 
tough competition as the source of their monetization woes. 36 
percent of the managers place the blame on customers and state 
that their customers are very consolidated and have tremendous 
negotiation power. But oftentimes the company’s own product 
assortment is guilty: “We sell a commodity product.”

These are all excuses that avoid getting to the bottom of the 
problem. Poor pricing performance is not a question of fate; it is 
largely up to each company to decide whether it follows the road 
toward becoming a pricing champion and achieving higher prof-
its than its peers or the road toward price wars with ruined price 
levels. Our detailed analysis of almost 4000 companies reveals 
that there are no structural reasons for the major monetization 
weaknesses. The study identified three fundamental causes that 
make the difference: Insufficient monitoring, a lack of pricing 
know-how and poor strategies. The results prove that power pric-
ers do their basic pricing homework and have a different mind-
set. They simply avoid the biggest mistake: focusing strictly on 
market shares and volume. The key piece of advice is therefore 
to start with strategic goals and assess the right price strategy. 
You have to ensure you are clearly focused on profit instead of 
volume or market share. By redirecting the whole organization 
towards pricing power and making it one of the top KPIs, suc-
cessful companies achieve higher profits and perform better in 
many aspects. The fate of those who mainly focus on volume and 
market share is illustrated by the study results, too. They get tied 

About the Global Pricing Study 2011
The Global Pricing Study 2011 from Simon-Kucher & Partners 
���K�����K���('/00�>��>`��K�����������:�?����8��:���:��-
nies in all major service and manufacturing industries across 
������'��>������������-�#>���������>���K��������	���������-
����'�����������;��'���{������������	��������?-���:����>��8��8�
the respondents are from companies with more than one billion 
euros in sales; C-level executives account for one-third of the 
respondents. The study was conducted in collaboration with 
the Professional Pricing Society (USA) and the IE Business 
School (Spain). 

The management summary of the survey is available on re-
[����-�����������������
�%����������������>���������:��`
Kucher & Partners, ������-��>���9��:��`?��>��-��:'� ���-4�
~@/�22Z�/Z�@(�(52-
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up in price wars.

Market share 
obsession leads to 
price wars
46 percent of companies 
state that they are engaged 
in price wars. The vast ma-
jority of managers from 
those companies (83 percent) 
blame their competitors for 
triggering them  – although 
statistically this is almost 
impossible.

Leading the country com-
parison with 84 percent, 
Japan is by far the most 
militant market, followed by 
Italy (69 percent) and Spain 
(65 percent). Japan is not a 
big surprise. Almost by tra-
dition, Japanese managers 
mainly focus on volume and market share. The result is fatal: 
Industrial enterprises in Japan have by far the lowest returns. 
Industries with a disproportionately large share of price wars 
are construction, energy & utilities, chemicals, industrial goods 
and automotive. Managers from the pharmaceutical, biotech and 
medical technology industries are smarter and engage less in price 
wars (only 36 percent). 

In general, price wars are sparked by an unhealthy obsession with 
market share and volumes. The majority of respondents in this 
study describe their industry as volume oriented. In particular, 
decision makers from automotive, travel & hospitality and logis-
tics go for volume. One respondent pointed out: “If you ask your 
people to strive for volume, you should not be too surprised when 
you end up in a price war.” The effect of price wars on profits is 
disastrous for all sides. There are no winners— except the cus-

tomer. Avoid price wars if at all possible. Managers should strive 
for profit, not for market share.

����������	
��
������
����
���
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So far, pricing has been neglected by many companies. With infla-
tion around the corner, they will pay the price: The survey find-
ings reveal that the vast majority of companies are able to achieve 
only half of their targeted price increases. That means you only 
get 53 percent in the end, although you wanted 100 percent. This 
is why managers urgently need to set higher targets right from 
the beginning. Only 36 percent achieve at least three-quarters of 
their originally planned price increase. The telecommunications 
industry is clearly below average at 25 percent, but the US with 
31 percent is also weak when it comes to price implementation.

Lacking experience, managers use the inflation rate as a bench-
mark for price increase tar-
gets. 68 percent of managers 
plan to increase prices be-
low or in line with inflation 
rates. Using the inf lation 
rate as a benchmark is fatal 
for those who are weak in 
price implementation. This 
won’t be enough. They’ll 
probably end up paying the 
difference. Only the con-
struction, industrial goods 
and transport & logistic 
industries plan to increase 
prices above the inf lation 
rate. 

To cope with the inflation 
risk, pricing know-how dis-
tinguishes the smart compa-
nies from the low perform-
ers. They improve their price 

Figure 1

46% of managers consider their company to be in a price war, and 83% of 
those blame competitors for starting it

� Industries with a dis-
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Figure 2: Brand and Product Value Are the Primary Drivers of High Pricing Power
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Figure 4: Systematic Preparation Pays Off

implementation performance and set 
high targets for price increases which 
take that performance into account. 

How to plan and increase  
prices systematically
Although price increases are essential 
for survival in inflation periods, this 
study showed that most managers 
are insecure about how to plan and 
implement price increases. There are a 
few steps though that can help man-
agers. First and foremost, you need 
a consistent and systematic process 
for pricing. For every single activity 
companies have detailed processes 
with descriptions and explanations, 
but when it comes to price increases 
many don’t exactly know what to do. 
They need a process. 

Start with the price increase targets, select the right instruments, 
prepare the price increase and, finally, execute it. The entire pro-
cess must be supported by systems tools and data; as always, you 
have to monitor the result. That may sound like a no-brainer. But 
many companies have no clue about the real net effect of a price 
increase. Why? Because price increases are often accompanied 
by “goodies”, discounts, give-aways, customer-friendly payment 
terms, etc. Many fail to factor in the effect of these customer-
friendly measures.

The pricing process involves several detailed steps and activities. 
Selected aspects – strategy and leadership, price instruments, and 
surcharges – are described below.

Strategy and leadership
Disproportionally small price increases do not work. Research has 
demonstrated and analyzed this more numerous times. Compa-
nies often think they are extremely smart to pursue the follow-
ing strategy: They make smaller price increases than needed or 
than the competition 
is applying, then com-
bine that with higher 
advertising spending, 
and hope for higher 
profits through high 
volume in shares. This 
strategy does not work 
out in reality. In fact, 
there is yet to be a sin-
gle case in which this 
really led to success. 
Companies should 
not settle for lower 
prices; they must fight 
for the necessary in-
creases. At the end of 
the day, volume and 
market share will not 
save you. 

When it comes to price implementation, companies must know 
how what their execution success rate is and set their price in-
crease targets accordingly. It may sound easy to set price increase 
targets. The CEO calculates the cost increases, and that’s what 
the sales team has to implement. In many cases it is really done 
that way. But what is often forgotten is the price implementation 
or price execution success rate. As companies achieve on average 
only half of their planned price increase, managers need to develop 
specific price increase targets by product, category, segment etc.

Price instruments
Besides the classical list price increase, there are tens or perhaps 
even hundreds of price instruments available. The key is to go 
through the list of possible instruments, analyze which one fits 
your specific situation the best and then make a conscious deci-
sion as to which instruments to take – be it discounts, shorter 
payment terms, smaller package sizes and so on. Let’s take a look 
at a package-size portfolio. The price of a one-liter bottle is known 
by many. Almost nobody overestimates it. Customers have a much 
lower price awareness of the small pack and more importantly, 50 
percent overestimate the price. The solution is clear: Don’t touch 
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instruments
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Figure 3: Price Increases – A Systematic Process
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the one liter pack and apply a disproportionally high increase 
for the small pack. This is a general message that applies to B2B 
as well as B2C companies: Different price increases by product/
customer groups based on the level of price elasticity. 

Introducing a surcharge is another alternative. Many airlines 
have already gone too far with that instrument, but in other in-
dustries there is still a lot of potential. Why do surcharges make 
sense? Because the surcharge elasticity was and continues to be 
significantly lower than the elasticity of the base price. Rather 
than introducing surcharges across the board and blindly, the 
idea is to think broader, to be creative, and find price elements 
with high acceptance and low elasticity.

Preparation and communication are key
Companies often ask whether they should be the first ones to 
make a price move. If a company is or wants to be the leader of 
an industry, then it must make the first move and set the anchor 
price. Studies, scientists and Nobel Prize winners have revealed 
that nothing is more influential in determining the outcome as 
setting the initial price or, if you will, the anchor price. As you 
can’t be sure that your competition is doing the right thing, make 
sure that you are the first one to set and communicate the an-
chor. Many but still too few companies are doing that. When you 
knock at your client’s door and ask for higher prices, the clients 
are already informed, they already know about the price change, 
and the bad news has already been communicated. 

Execution and implementation 
Price implementation is the job of sales. But it is also true that very 
often sales is struggling with this task. Either they only manage to 
implement a small part of the planned price increase or they give 
away goodies and discounts in exchange for the price increase; 
the bottom line is that nothing has been achieved. 

What can be done to improve the price implementation? Simple 
on-top incentives have consistently provided great results — on 
top money that is only granted if certain price implementation 
targets have been achieved or overachieved. 

Let’s take a concrete example. A sales rep had a revenue base of one 
million. He managed to raise the price by five percent, which was 
two percent points more than the minimum price increase tar-
get, in this case three percent. Two percent points means 20,000. 
Out of this 20,000 he got 25%, which is 5,000. The remaining 
part went to the company. The pay-out was on a quarterly basis, 

and only after the clients had paid their bills with the increased 
price levels. There was no negative cash effect for the company, 
no need for budgeting anything. That’s a real a win-win situation. 

When applied in a test group, this group achieved a 36 percent 
better price execution rate than the control group which did not 
receive any on-top incentive. In the meantime, this type of in-
centive has been applied all over the world. It works everywhere. 
Some details have to be adjusted, but the principle is identical. 

After having gone through the different steps of the process, it is 
important to underline once more that this systematic approach 
not only pays off, but also is a must to achieve good results. Look 
at these two real case examples below. Both of them are in B2B 
business, the same industry, one followed the systematic pro-
cess, the other announced the price increase and just scraped by. 
Based on detailed data of both companies, it is clear that both 
were striving for a similar price increase: around seven percent. 
At the end of the day one achieved 1.2 percent, the other one 
6.3. That is a plus of 425 percent. That clearly proves the success 
of a systematic approach.

Recommendations and Lessons Learned
#>�����������������K�����>��8��:����8����������4�#>����������>��
pricing know-how, the higher the pricing power, and the higher 
�>�����	��-�
�:�:���4����������2)���������>��>������	�������
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than volume or market share. Introduce pricing power as a 
new KPI.

2-������������������������������>�����������8���;������������
services.

3. Improve pricing expertise in sales, marketing and manage-
ment. 

4. Consider pricing implications already when developing new 
products.

)-�%�?���������:�������{�����`��8������:���K���������������
implementation and setting high price increase targets.
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In this article, the authors outline the Case ROI Method, a highly effec-
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Case ROI as a Sales Tool

In order to drive profits for their firm, field sales personnel 
need to be equipped to enter buying centers where there 
exists a multitude of players and perspectives. In order to 
achieve this, they must be supported by the pricing, market-

ing, finance, and product development teams, in the value, pric-
ing, and delivery of the offering. The better the tools they have 
to defend the value of the product or service they are selling, the 
easier it will be to maintain confidence at the negotiation table. 
This leads to better profits for the firm. The Case ROI method 
is a sales tool that empowers sales professionals to present the 
financial impact their products and services have in a way that 
allows the customer to measure their purchasing decision over 
time, and versus the next best competitive alternative (NBCA). 
It is a crisp and well thought out answer that will show immedi-
ate results when used properly.

Similar to the way in which companies use the Return on Invest-
ment calculation to gauge the return on a capital investment or 
an acquisition, the method outlined in this article is used to show 
the differential value between two products, and how that value 
impacts the bottom line for the buyer over time. Organizations 
that adopt this vision deliver the most relevant offerings, present 
them to the right customers with the right value messages, and 
build their pricing power and profits for the long run.

Because customers want data that is relevant to their specific busi-
ness and not high-level references to broad industry research (or 
an average set of assumptions), sales tools should meet a distinct 
set of criteria in order to provide maximum value. While a mul-
titude of ROI tools exist, not all of them are able to be directly 
employed in the field.

Successful firms deploy ROI tools that are credible and serve to 
build trusting relationships with customers, and they follow these 
four simple rules when selecting the right tool:

1. The tool includes competitive alternatives: A balanced ap-
proach to demonstrating value is far more realistic than a one-sid-

ed view, and it is consistent with the way that customers perform 
their evaluations. Side-by-side comparison with the competitor’s 
offering in a differential ROI format allows the out-put to stand 
on its own.

2. The data is based on an intimate knowledge of the custom-
er’s business needs and operation: While third party research 
is often useful in providing a high-level view of value, customers 
need to be able to understand how a purchase will impact their 
specific costs structures and operations.

3. They train salespeople to collect, interpret, and present 
the data: Gathering customer-specific data to prove ROI can be 
challenging to sales professionals when they believe that value is 
intangible. With the proper training, sales-people can effectively 
ask the right questions, and then present the value case to cus-
tomers. ROI tools are the fundamental support for these efforts 
during the sales cycle.

4. ROI tools are used as part of a value-driven marketing 
process: ROI tools help firms understand customer needs, and 
how those needs vary by customer and by segment. That under-
standing is used to develop selling tools, and most importantly, 
provides the input into the product/service development and bun-
dling process, the innovation schedule, customer segmentation 
analysis, and prioritization of the best target market.

Including the Competition
The Case ROI model presents value in terms of benefits - the 
revenue gains and cost savings generated by the use of a product 
or service - net of the value delivered by the next best competi-
tive alternative. Presenting data that gives direct visibility to your 
competition can seem counter-intuitive to many sales profession-
als: after all, why invite comparison and strengthen the customer’s 
negotiating position? The fact is that comparing products with 
competitors will highlight both the strengths and the weaknesses 
of each vendor’s product, and this type of balanced selling actu-
ally improves the credibility of salespeople and their value story. 
ROI tools that fail to make competitive distinctions don’t present 
the comparative information customers need in order to prop-

The Case ROI Method: Versatile Sales  
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erly assess the financial value of the offerings being considered.

A comparison with all of the necessary details and data ensures 
that sellers remain involved during the evaluation process, and 
that buyers’ will trust the data being presented to them. Let’s not 
forget that even some of the most innovative products fall short 
of the competition in some way. Identifying where the product is 

negatively differentiated versus the competition allows the seller’s 
product management team to develop new features, services, and 
performance guarantees to close critical gaps between your com-
pany and the competition.

What does the Case ROI Look Like?
The following is an example of insights derived from a medical 
device services company that focused on the maintenance and 
repair of medical products at clinics and hospitals. This company, 
ABC Co., had a new service offering that would give their cus-
tomers more reliable servicing of standard medical devices that 
were used roughly twice day. Due to inept or faulty servicing by 
the competitive alternative (a competing supplier in this case), 
hospitals and clinics incurred substantial costs from delays, labor, 
increased need for other products, and others. The calculations 
below are the result of many interviews with professionals who 
are directly affected by this service. In this case, the interview 
process included members of Pre-operative Services, Operating 
Room Support, and Materials Directors, who were all asked for 
information on the nuances of their role and the impact of this 
new service on their business.

This is a simple yet effective representation of value, and shows 
the buyer that there is a deep understanding of how their business 
operates. A total financial value of over $470K annually is nothing 
to sneeze at. Looking at the competitive alternative, we are able 
to benchmark the value created by this service against the NBCA 

Tool for Defending Price 

Making ROI Meaningful to Customers
Getting the customer involved is one the keys to an effective 
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the customer, and it builds trust.
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the sales force engaged their customers with data that show-
cased how each product or solution choice would affect the 
bottom line, which in this case was the alpha on assets under 
management.
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and the fee they charge. With a list price of $30 over the NBCA, 
the customer receives an ROI over and above the competitive al-
ternative that more than justifies this price premium of 17% over 
the competition. Note also that this method looks just as closely 
at the negative value drivers (in this case the cost increases) – it is 
essential to be truthful on both sides of the equation when pre-
senting your offerings. When a sales person can take this model 
into the field and showcase that they’ve done their homework on 
the buyer’s operation, they understand what the competition is 
doing, and they are confident in the value they’ve created for the 
buyer’s business, it’s an ideal selling moment.

The three main elements that drove the benefits to this customer 
were the increased volume for their operating rooms, the reduc-
tion in labor and materials costs, and the reduction in opportu-
nity costs. In the course of conducting the value research and 
compiling these value drivers, the interviewing team found that 
patients were being turned away because the service provided by 
the current vendor was unreliable, and thus they could not per-
form as many treatments. ABC’s solution would allow them to 
realize that volume and as a result see a substantial increase in 
revenue. This type of discovery is a key to this method, but can 
only happen through a rigid and experienced interview process.

Another important aspect of this type of ROI analysis is that 
it uses incremental benefits to create a true measurement of the 
value created. Many ROI tools take a simple percentage, which 
can be deceiving to the customer if it doesn’t show true numbers 
– the financial impact per unit of measure. In a Case ROI model 
where the product or service creates actual lasting value for the 
customer, investments will be overcome by benefits over time, 
with a greater spread over the investment horizon.

Implementing the Case ROI Method
Presenting the data in a format that permits easy comparison of 
competitive alternatives is a critical evolution. There are five areas 
of detail that have to be met to develop a top-notch ROI program:

1. Open to customer scrutiny: All relevant data, assumptions, 
and calculations are documented for analysis with the customer.

2. Customer specific results: The tool must be flexible enough 
to allow sales people to use it with different prospects in order 
to produce customer-specific results. The front end of the tool 
should enable the sales team to gather data in a straightforward 
interview process.

3. Organizes data collection into benefit categories: It also 
employs a modular format that allows entire categories or por-

tions to be added to or eliminated from the model based on the 
customer situation.

4. Puts it in the customer’s words: The value of the offering 
should be aligned with how the customer will actually see its 
impact on their business -this makes it easy for the customer to 
assimilate the decision to purchase with their business objectives. 
It also illustrates that the seller understands how the solution re-
solves the customer’s business problem and demonstrates their 
strength as a partner.

5. Clear outline of comparable business problems: Built upon 
the prior experiences of other customers, this is a detailed analy-
sis of the business problem that the prospect is addressing. Lack 
of a relevant set of benchmarks, even for new products, is a red 
flag for customers and will impair any efforts to establish cred-
ibility and sell value.

We’ve seen very well crafted strategies and tools get foiled be-
cause there wasn’t enough attention paid to the way in which 
the enterprise included key personnel along the way. A properly 
calculated ROI with a competitive comparison is a very compel-
ling argument, and therefore taking the steps above will provide 
assurance that the organization pulls all of the benefits it can 
from the method.

There are four organizational goals that must be achieved in or-
der to maximize the potential within this method. Attention to 
these factors will increase the likelihood of a successful and sus-
tained implementation.

1. The sales team must be properly trained: The sales team 
needs to understand what questions to ask customers, who in 
the company will support them in the process, how to identify 
customers who care about a Case ROI, how to present it, and 
how to use it in a negotiation.

2. Buy-in from the sales department: Effective ROI tools re-
quire a high level of buy-in from the sales organization in order 
to implement successfully enterprise-wide. Since ROI tools are 
one of the primary drivers of a value-based sales approach, sales 
teams should attend workshops to master the features-benefits-
value hierarchy and learn to ask effective questioning to lead 
customers through the process.

3. Executive support: Gaining the support of key members of 
the participating functions (which will be most functions within 
the enterprise) allows for those using the Case ROI method in 
the field to be fully supported. It signals to the whole organiza-
tion that there is a focus and momentum around capturing value 
and improving profitability.

4. Processes and data must be continually updated and im-
proved: While initial training in the use of the tool is critical, 
continued supervision by management sustains a value-based 
approach. Managers need to formalize the process in the sales 
strategy and review its use. This prepares the sales team for bet-
ter presentation to customers, and sets up the sales organization 
to become a significant feedback mechanism to the product and 
service development efforts of the organization.
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wasn’t enough attention paid to the 
way in which the enterprise included 
key personnel along the way.
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This tool is not for everyone, however, and it’s important to make 
sure that the tool is used with customers who care about value, 
want to see the differences and can see the most benefit from it. 
Since the Case ROI method looks at differential value, it will be 
most effective when selling a product or service to a buyer that 
is interested in the value and positive financial impact that your 
offerings carries above the competition. To present this argument 
to a buyer that is only looking for the lowest price will be a waste 
of everyone’s time.

Not Just About Sales Strategy
As showcased above in the new process technology example, 
Case ROI modeling can be used for segmentation, targeting, 
and positioning. Further analysis of these opportunities leads to 
insights about the refinements that can be made to product/ser-
vice offerings. In sorting out how to deliver the greatest value for 
target accounts, firms using this approach may learn that their 
offerings lack definition, or that they contain extraneous services 
that don’t add value to customers. These insights inevitably lead 
to a rationalization of the product portfolio in order to align value 
to the needs of the customer and to reduce the cost to deliver.

During new product launches it is common to hear that offer-
ing a credible ROI model is impossible because the product is a 
breakthrough technology and there’s no baseline against which 
to compare. Nothing could be further from the truth. The issue 
of the baseline can be addressed at the start of the product devel-
opment process, rather than the start of the marketing process or 
sales cycle. When this is done, it will facilitate better decisions on 
which new products, services or innovations to fund in the first 
place. The overwhelming majority of new products and services– 
even in IT – are incremental improvements or line extensions and 
not quantum breakthroughs that defy reasoned analysis of the 
financial benefits that they drive for customers.
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Embracing the methodology outlined in this article allows firms 
to break down the traditionally in-dependent silos of product de-
velopment, marketing, sales, and pricing. When these functions 
work together, they become part of a team focused on constantly 
creating increasing financial returns for customers and sustain-
able competitive advantage for the firm. The result of this cross 
functional focus on value is that the firm becomes increasingly 
customer-centric, in that all business units align their objectives 
to the value being created for the customer.

Key areas of collaboration include:
1. Understanding customer needs and how those needs, when 
met, lead to reduced costs and increased sales.

2. Understanding how competitive capabilities meet or don’t 

meet customer needs. All competitors are different, even if by 
some small measure. It is by understanding the impact of those 
differences that vendors can begin to sell based on their differ-
ential value.

3. Creating new product and service features with real value for 
customers, and with the sustainable competitive advantage that 
managers’ should strive for.

4. Developing bundles of product and service offerings that pro-
vide customers with varying ranges of value.

5. Supporting the sales team with analytical tools to help them 
ask questions that prioritize value for customers. This proves that 
the value does exist and it results in bottom line savings for the 
customer.

The Case ROI method provides an analytical process to show-
case the true financial impact that a product/service has on an 
enterprise. It highlights the customer as the focal point of the 
selling organization in a way that builds credibility and trust for 
salespeople. Finally, it provides all departments within the orga-
nization the means to work together around the common cause 
of customer value. It is when organizations achieve this higher 
purpose that they can develop more effective pricing programs 
to capture value and profitability.

Using ROI to Drive a Product Launch
The Case for Innovation

A medical device manufacturer hired pricing consultants to 
investigate the value created for its customers by a recent in-
novation (a new process technology). The team went out into 
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conducted 45 interviews in order to uncover both revenue and 
cost drivers.
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validated them, and then proceeded to test them with the likely 
changes with the new process technology. In building out the 
value model, these inputs became the foundation for the Case 
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value for our clients customers.

At launch, their sales force was armed with detailed data on val-
ue. By integrating their marketing strategy with the technology 
road map, they were prepared for the next wave of competition.








